Introduction.
Hardy theory deals with holomorphic and harmonic functions whose growth is bounded in a certain precise sense that has turned out to be fruitful, important and appropriate for many purposes. The Hardy class H p (X), 0 < p < 1, of a Riemann surface X is the space of holomorphic functions f on X such that jfj p has a harmonic majorant, and H 1 (X) is the space of bounded holomorphic functions on X. In this paper, we will study Hardy classes on in nite-sheeted Galois covering spaces of compact Riemann surfaces. Such covering spaces may be thought of as surfaces with a large group of automorphisms. They are in nitely connected, with the obvious exceptions of the disc, the plane and the punctured plane Gri]. We will mostly assume that the covering group is hyperbolic in the sense of Gromov Gro1] , because only in this case do we have enough information about the action of automorphisms on the Martin boundary, where Hardy functions are represented by measures.
The Hardy classes of the unit disc have been studied intensively ever since Hardy introduced them in 1915, leading to many developments in function theory, functional analysis and harmonic analysis. The theory has been extended with considerable success to Riemann surfaces with smooth boundary, non-planar as well as planar, see e.g. Hei] . On the other hand, very little is known about Hardy classes of in nitely connected surfaces. The exception is the special class of Parreau-Widom surfaces, see Has] , which have been shown to have a Hardy theory similar to that of the disc. Apart from relatively compact domains in open surfaces, this is the only class of surfaces known to have 1991 Mathematics Subject Classi cation. Primary: 30D55, 30F20, 30F25, 31C12, 31C35, 32A35, 32M99; secondary: 14E20, 14H30, 20F32, 53C20.
This work was supported in part by the Icelandic Council of Science and by the U.S. National Science Foundation under grant no. non-constant bounded holomorphic functions. We will show that most covering surfaces, including those of greatest interest to us, are not Parreau-Widom.
Before describing the contents of the paper, we will discuss the possible applications that motivated our work and give some evidence that the restriction to Gromov hyperbolic coverings is natural and mild enough to be of interest.
Besides being of interest in itself, the Hardy theory of covering surfaces has potential applications to the Shafarevich conjecture, a central problem in higher dimensional analytic geometry. This conjecture states that the universal covering space of any projective algebraic manifold is holomorphically convex. There are no known counterexamples to the conjecture, and it has been veri ed only in a number of fairly special cases. For a survey of results related to the Shafarevich conjecture prior to 1985, see Gur] . For more recent results in this area, see ABR, Cam1, Cam2, Cam3, Kat, Kol1, Kol2, Nap1, Nap2, NR, Ram] . In our paper L ar], we approached the problem of constructing holomorphic functions on covering spaces by proving an extension theorem that we will now describe.
Let M be a projective algebraic manifold of dimension n 2 and : Y ! M be an in nite covering space. Suppose M is embedded in some projective space by sections of a very ample line bundle L. The generic linear subspace of codimension k < n intersects M transversely in a submanifold C of codimension k. By the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem, C is connected and the inclusion of C in M induces an epimorphism of fundamental groups, so the preimage X = ?1 (C) is connected. The extension theorem states that if L is su ciently positive, then a holomorphic function f on X extends to all of Y if it does not grow too fast. More precisely, we must have jfj ce r for > 0 small enough, where r is the distance from a xed point in X with respect to any metric pulled back from C. In particular, if f is bounded, then f extends to Y . Now take k = n?1, so that X is a Riemann surface. Then Harnack's inequality easily implies that functions f in the Hardy class H p (X) satisfy the above bound on growth and therefore extend to Y if p is large enough. The relevance of Hardy theory for coverings of compact Riemann surfaces is now clear. In a sense, many H p functions on X for p large give many holomorphic functions on Y . It is an interesting open problem to decide whether H p -convexity of some or all X in Y as above, for p su ciently large, implies holomorphic convexity of Y . By H p -convexity of X we mean that for every in nite subset S of X without limit points there is an H p function on X which is unbounded on S.
Let us brie y discuss the restriction to Gromov hyperbolic coverings. First we recall that a simply connected complete K ahler manifold of non-positive sectional curvature is a Stein manifold Wu]. Hence the Shafarevich conjecture is true for a compact K ahler manifold of negative sectional curvature. Such manifolds have hyperbolic fundamental groups. Hyperbolicity of 1 (M) is a condition on the large-scale geometry of the universal covering space of M. The class of hyperbolic coverings is therefore a natural one to consider, but how substantial is the generalization? In other words, which projective manifolds have a hyperbolic fundamental group? As far as I know, this question has not been given the attention it deserves, but we can make a few elementary observations.
As Additional motivation for studying Gromov hyperbolic coverings of compact Riemann surfaces comes from the work of Ancona Anc], to be described in section 2, which exhibits a strong relationship between geometry and potential theory for such spaces. In this paper we attempt to bring function theory into the picture as well.
Let us now describe the contents of the paper. In section 2 we summarize the necessary background material on Gromov hyperbolicity and the Martin boundary and give new examples of Gromov spaces. Section 3 contains our results on the boundary action of a cocompact hyperbolic covering group in the general setting of Riemannian manifolds. In section 4 these results are applied to prove the following theorem on Hardy classes, which gives a su cient condition for the existence of as many H p functions as there can possibly be.
Main Theorem. Let X be a Galois covering space of a compact Riemann surface with a non-elementary hyperbolic covering group. Then either:
(1) every positive harmonic function on X is the real part of a holomorphic function, or (2) if u 0 is the real part of an H 1 function on X, then the boundary decay of u at a zero on the Martin boundary of X is no faster than its radial decay.
In case (1), X is H p -convex for each p < 1.
Positive harmonic functions are easily constructed as Poisson integrals of measures on the boundary. Hence the rst alternative in this dichotomy provides a large supply of holomorphic functions of slow growth, which are in general very hard to construct. The second alternative is characteristic of the higher dimensional case. It gives a necessary condition for a boundary function to extend to the real part of a holomorphic function. Section 4 contains a further discussion of this, as well as examples.
The dichotomy needs to be clari ed, and many questions remain unanswered. For instance, I do not know if group theoretic properties of the covering group determine which alternative holds, or if (1) always holds for covering spaces with one end. We are primarily interested in covering spaces with one end, because the universal covering space of a compact K ahler manifold with in nite fundamental group has one end ABR].
In section 5 we show that there are hyperbolic covering spaces of compact Riemann surfaces of any genus greater than 1 with in nitely many ends that have no non-constant bounded holomorphic functions, although they do have an in nite dimensional space of bounded harmonic functions. These covering spaces are domains of discontinuity of certain Schottky groups.
Section 5 also contains our proof that a Parreau-Widom covering space of a compact Riemann surface is either the disc or homeomorphic to a sphere with a Cantor set removed. I expect, but cannot prove, that the latter possibility does not occur.
Finally, in section 6, we give a very short proof of a theorem of Kifer and Toledo, illustrating the advantages of working on the boundary. This theorem states that if a Galois covering space of a compact Riemannian manifold M has a non-constant bounded harmonic function, then it has an in nite dimensional space of such functions. It actually su ces to assume that M is parabolic. We also prove an analogous theorem for positive harmonic functions.
Most of the results we state for a Galois covering space X with a covering group ? apparently still hold if ? is only assumed to act properly discontinuously on X. In other words, the assumption that ? act freely on X seems largely super uous. We have not pursued this generalization in detail.
All covering spaces considered in this paper will be Galois, meaning that the covering group acts transitively on the bres. All our manifolds will be connected.
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Gromov hyperbolicity and the Martin boundary.
In this section we will describe some necessary background material and establish notation. For the theory of Gromov hyperbolic spaces and groups we refer the reader to Gromov's original paper Gro1] It is not clear to what extent the conditions on X can be relaxed. Bounded symmetric domains of rank at least 2 are simply connected and weakly pseudoconvex, but not Gromov, since they contain ats. An annulus in C is not simply connected, but still Gromov in the Poincar e metric.
From now on, we will assume that X is a complete Riemannian manifold with the distance function given by the Riemannian metric.
Suppose X is Gromov. Scaling the metric on X by the functions e ? j j with > 0 su ciently small, we obtain a class of metrics j ? j on X, called visual metrics.
Completing X with respect to any one of these metrics gives the Gromov compacti cation X of X. The Gromov boundary @X = X n X can also be constructed as the set of ends of geodesic rays issuing from o. The Gromov product extends to X in the following way. For x; y 2 X,
where the in mum is taken over all sequences (x n ) in X converging to x and (y n ) converging to y. (This is the de nition of CDP]. The de nition in GH] is slightly di erent, but essentially equivalent.) Clearly, there are x n ! x and y n ! y in X such that (x n jy n ) ! (xjy), and (xjy) is the smallest such limit. For any x n ! x and y n ! y in X, lim inf n!1 (x n jy n ) ? 2 (xjy) lim inf n!1 (x n jy n ):
We have jx ? yj ce ? (xjy) ; x; y 2 X; where c depends only on and . On @X, jx ? yj and e ? (xjy) are actually comparable.
Next we describe the Martin boundary of X (for the Laplace-Beltrami operator). Assume that X is non-parabolic, i.e., that X has a non-constant negative subharmonic function. This means that X has a Green kernel G, which yields the Martin kernel k y (x) = k(x; y) = G(x; y)=G(o; y); x; y 2 X:
The Martin compacti cation X of X is the unique compacti cation of X to which all the functions y 7 ! k(x; y), x 2 X, extend continuously such that the extensions separate the points of the Martin boundary = X nX. The Martin compacti cation is metrizable. The Martin functions k y , y 2 , are positive harmonic functions on X with k y (o) = 1. Among them are all the minimal such functions; they correspond to points in the minimal Martin boundary 1 , which is a non-empty G subset of . Recall that a positive harmonic function u is called minimal if every positive harmonic minorant of u is a constant multiple of u.
Let h p (X), 1 p < 1, be the space of real harmonic functions u on X such that juj p has a harmonic majorant, and let h 1 (X) be the space of real bounded harmonic functions on X. The space h 1 (X) is the space of functions that can be written as the di erence of two positive harmonic functions. Such functions are represented by nite real Borel measures on the Martin boundary by means of a generalized Poisson integral.
More precisely, for every u 2 h 1 (X) there is a unique measure on 1 such that u(x) = From now on, we will assume that X is a Galois covering space of a compact manifold with a covering group ? of isometries. Then X is Gromov if and only if ? is hyperbolic. This means that the word metric on ?, de ned using any nite set of generators, makes ? into a Gromov space. Also, X is non-parabolic if and only if ? has more than quadratic growth, which means that ? is neither nite nor a nite extension of Zor Z Z Anc, Var, VSC] . Then the Green function G o with pole o vanishes at in nity CF, Var] .
Assume nally that ? is hyperbolic and non-elementary, i.e., neither nite nor a nite extension of Z. Then ? is non-amenable, so X has a non-constant bounded harmonic function LS]. In particular, X is non-parabolic. Also, ? acts on the Gromov boundary @X, which is uncountable and perfect as a metric space, by homeomorphisms which are Lipschitz and quasi-conformal with respect to the visual metrics. We highlight the following important fact, proved in GH].
Proposition. Every point of the Gromov boundary has a dense ?-orbit.
The key to the main result of this paper is the following theorem of Ancona Anc], which relates the potential theory of X to its geometry.
2.3. Theorem (Ancona). Let X be a Galois covering space of a compact Riemannian manifold with a non-elementary hyperbolic covering group. Then the Gromov compactication of X is naturally homeomorphic to the Martin compacti cation of X.
More precisely, there is a ?-equivariant homeomorphism : X ! X such that jX is the identity and for x 2 @X, the Martin function k (x) is the unique positive harmonic function u on X with u(o) = 1 that is bounded above by a multiple of G o on the complement of any neighbourhood of x in X. This implies that k y , y 2 , extends continuously to X n fyg and vanishes on n fyg. All the Martin functions are minimal, so 1 = .
Hence the geometrically de ned Gromov boundary and the analytically de ned Martin boundary are in fact the same. We will identify them by means of the homeomorphism and denote both of them by @X. Ancona also proves that the Dirichlet problem is solvable on X for any continuous function on @X. In other words, if u is a continuous function on @X, then
3. The boundary action of a hyperbolic group.
In this section, X will denote a Galois covering space of a compact Riemannian manifold M with a non-elementary hyperbolic covering group ?. Then X is a Gromov space and the Gromov boundary is naturally homeomorphic to the Martin boundary. We will investigate the action of ? on the compacti cation X and the boundary @X. The main question to be addressed is: When does a positive harmonic function on X have a dense ?-orbit in h 1 (X)? Our results will be used in section 4 to study the Hardy classes of X when M is a compact Riemann surface.
3.1. Lemma. The harmonic measure on @X has no atoms. Proof. If a 2 @X has positive mass, then k a is bounded because A boundary point a is a conical limit point if it can be approached non-tangentially, i.e., within a bounded distance of any geodesic ray ending at a, by points in any ?-orbit.
If a is the attracting xed point of a hyperbolic isometry 2 ?, then it is well known that the sequence of iterates n , n 2 N, has all the properties that we have asserted for the sequence ( n k ), mutatis mutandis, with b being the repelling xed point of . Our lemma states that every boundary point can be approached by a sequence of transformations having the same essential properties as the iterates of a hyperbolic isometry. The last statement of the lemma will not be needed in the following, but is included to strengthen the generalization.
Proof. Let : 0; 1 ! X be a geodesic ray from o to a. For every n 2 N there is n 2 ? with j (n) ? n (o)j D. Then (3.1) is clear.
We will consider each of the two products on the right hand side in turn. First we have
Next, let U be a neighbourhood of K and V be a neighbourhood of b such that U \ V = ?. This implies that there is c > 0 with (yjz) c; y 2 U; z 2 V: 
(oj (t)) n k (o) and 2(oj (t)) n k (o) = j n k (o)j + j (t) ? n k (o)j ? j (t)j j (n k )j + j (t) ? (n k )j ? j (t)j + 2D = 2D for t n k .
We make h 1 (X) into a Banach space by de ning the norm kuk of u 2 h 1 (X) to be v(o), where v is the least harmonic majorant of juj. If 
Hardy classes on covering surfaces.
This section contains our results on the Hardy classes of Gromov covering spaces of compact Riemann surfaces. We want to construct H p functions on such spaces. We take the point of view that h p functions are easy to obtain as Poisson integrals of L p functions on the boundary. The problem we wish to address is to decide when such functions are real parts of holomorphic functions. Our main result, theorem 4.2, states that all h 1 functions are real parts of holomorphic functions unless the boundary decay of the real part of an H 1 function at a boundary minimum is never faster than the radial decay. This latter condition is characteristic of the higher dimensional case.
We will prove the theorem for all dimensions, although it is an interesting dichotomy only for Riemann surfaces. In higher dimensions, harmonic functions are of course not pluriharmonic in general. Then the theorem gives a necessary condition for a boundary function to extend to the real part of a holomorphic function. Such a restriction is to be expected. For example, consider the open unit ball B n in C n , n 2, and let u be a pluriharmonic function on B n . If L is a complex line, then u is harmonic on B n \ L, which is a disc in L, and the maximum value in the disc is taken on the boundary. Hence, the interior decay of u at a boundary minimum controls its boundary decay.
Let X be a non-parabolic K ahler manifold with Martin boundary . (1) every h 1 function on X is the real part of a holomorphic function, or (2) if a quasi-bounded harmonic function u 0 on X is the real part of a holomorphic function, then the boundary decay of u at a zero in @X is no faster than its radial decay.
In case (1), if X is a Riemann surface, then X is H p -convex for each p < 1.
We may rephrase the dichotomy as follows. If a non-constant integrable function on @X with a su ciently at minimum extends to the real part of a holomorphic function on X, then every measure on @X does. Proof. Let u = H û] be a quasi-bounded harmonic function on X which is the real part of a holomorphic function. Let E be the ?-invariant subspace spanned byû in M(@X). By (1) 
X.
The remainder of this section will be devoted to a discussion of the one-dimensional case.
The disc is of course an example of a Riemann surface X with h 1 (X) Re O(X). It is in fact the only surface X of nite topological type with non-constant h 1 functions such that h 1 (X) Re O(X). Namely, suppose X has nite topological type. Then X is isomorphic to a compact surface with a nite number of points and discs removed. Assume that at least one disc has been removed, for otherwise X has no non-constant positive harmonic functions. Consider the surface Y obtained by removing a slightly smaller disc. It is homeomorphic to X. If X is not the disc, then X and Y are not simply connected, so there is a harmonic function u on Y which is not the real part of a holomorphic function. Then neither is ujX, and ujX is bounded.
Let us describe a method for constructing in nitely connected examples of Riemann surfaces X with h 1 (X) Re O(X). Suppose we have a non-constant holomorphic map C ! S between compact Riemann surfaces of genus at least 2. Pull back the universal covering D ! S to a covering X ! C. It is easy to show that X is connected if and only if the induced morphism 1 (C) ! 1 (S) is surjective. We assume this is the case. Then X is Gromov in the Poincar e metric (or any other metric pulled back from C), because the covering group 1 (S) is hyperbolic. The induced map : X ! D is a surjective quasi-isometry, so it extends to a homeomorphism @X ! T of the boundaries, which preserves the H older structure de ned by the visual metrics. This means that with arbitrarily large. This shows that X violates (2) and thus satis es (1) We have seen that the functions k y , y 2 X 1 , are constant on bres, so u is too. Therefore,
Now we can easily show that if v is a minimal positive harmonic function on Y , then so is v on X. Hence, the map : X 1 ! Y 1 has inverse , and these maps are clearly continuous in the topology of locally uniform convergence. The proof shows that the proposition holds for any metric on X with a uniform Harnack inequality, for instance a metric that pulls up to a metric with bounded geometry on the disc. The Poincar e metric is such a metric. More generally, a uniform Harnack inequality holds for any complete Riemannian metric with Ricci curvature bounded below Yau]. (It is actually an in nitesimal version of the Harnack inequality that is proved in Yau].)
The squaring map z 7 ! z 2 on the unit disc shows that a proper holomorphic map may not have uniformly bounded bres.
Let : X ! D be a proper holomorphic map with uniformly bounded bres. Proposition 4.3 implies that points in X in the same -bre cannot be separated by h 1 functions, and hence not by bounded holomorphic functions either, whereas points in di erentbres obviously can. Similar examples can be constructed using the extension theorem in L ar] described in the introduction. Let S be a compact Riemann surface of genus at least 2. Consider a su ciently ample curve C in the surface S S and let X be its pullback in the covering space D S. Then points in X in the same slice fzg S, z 2 D , cannot be separated by a bounded holomorphic function. Such a function would extend to a holomorphic function on D S and be constant on the slice. Somehow, the Hardy theory of X detects compact subvarieties in the ambient space.
All the surfaces X with h 1 (X) Re O(X) obtained from the disc using proposition 4.3 have one-dimensional minimal Martin boundary; the boundary is just the circle. I do not know if examples with higher dimensional boundary exist.
An attractive case to consider would be a surface X in the ball B n in C n produced by pulling up an ample curve from a compact quotient of the ball. The inclusion X , ! B n is a cobounded quasi-isometry between Gromov spaces, so the boundary of X is the sphere @B n = S 2n?1 . I do not know if h 1 (X) Re O(X). A rst step towards a solution would be to determine if X has a bounded holomorphic function which is not the restriction of a bounded holomorphic function on the ball.
It is not hard, though, to show that X is H p -convex for any p < 1, so we do have examples of H p -convex surfaces with boundaries of arbitrarily high dimension.
5. Parreau-Widom covering surfaces.
In this section, we recall the six homeomorphism classes of non-compact covering spaces of compact Riemann surfaces. (As before, all coverings are assumed to be Galois.) We show that ve of these classes do not contain any Parreau-Widom surfaces other than the disc. One of these ve classes contains the covering surfaces that are of primary interest from the point of view of the Shafarevich conjecture. This shows that previously existing Hardy theory has little bearing on our investigation. We are unable to determine if there are any Parreau-Widom surfaces in the sixth class, but we do give examples from this class of surfaces with no non-constant bounded holomorphic functions.
Let us rst recall that a non-compact orientable surface is determined up to homeomorphism by the following topological invariants.
The genus (the number of handles). The space of ends, which is a totally disconnected compact Hausdor space. The open subset of planar ends. This is a result of Ker ekj art o. For a proof, see Ric] . Every orientable surface is homeomorphic to the complement of a closed totally disconnected subset E of the sphere S 2 with a countable number of handles attached, such that only a nite number of handles are attached to any compact subset of S 2 n E Ric]. Now let X be a non-compact covering space of a compact Riemann surface. In Gri], Ker ekj art o's classi cation is used to determine the possible topological types of X. We will sketch the argument. First, X has one or two ends or its space of ends is homeomorphic to the Cantor set Hop]. If X has non-zero genus, then by moving a handle all over X by covering transformations we see that X has in nite genus and all its ends are non-planar. Therefore X is homeomorphic to exactly one of the following six surfaces.
(1) The plane, so X is isomorphic to C or D .
(2) The punctured plane, so X is isomorphic to C n f0g. We mention in passing that all six topological types are represented by coverings with a hyperbolic covering group.
As we explained in the introduction, we are primarily interested in non-compact covering surfaces X obtained by pulling up a su ciently ample curve C in a projective manifold M to the universal covering spaceM. SinceM has one end ABR], so does X. In general, the epimorphism 1 (C) ! 1 (M) has a large kernel, so X ! C is not the universal covering and X is of type (4). Theorem 5.1 below shows that a covering surface of type (4) is never Parreau-Widom. The class of covering surfaces of type (4) (3) is never Parreau-Widom. Proof. Assume that X is non-parabolic of in nite genus. We know that the Green function G o with pole o vanishes at in nity. We will show that X is not Parreau-Widom.
Find a regular value s of G o such that the smoothly bounded subsurface S = fG sg has non-zero genus. By Harnack's inequality, there is a < s with 0 < a < 1 such that a max K G o < min K G o for any compact set K in X n S with diameter less than that of S. Let A n = fa n > G o > a n+2 g; n 1: Let S = (S), 1, with in the covering group ?, be mutually disjoint in fG o < ag, such that X = S (S 0 ) for some compact S 0 X containing S. Then each S is contained in some A n , and each point in fG o < ag lies in A n for either one or two values of n. For convenience we will assume that all a n , n 1, are regular values of G o . If a n is critical, we can replace it by a nearby regular value without a ecting the argument. Also, the rst Betti number b 1 (A n ) of A n is g, so k n = b 1 (A n ) ? 1: Each S A n contains a handle. Using Mayer-Vietoris sequences, we see that these handles give independent cycles in the homology of A n . Therefore we obtain the rough inequality k n #f : S A n g:
Hence, we can form a sequence (z ) of critical points of G o such that z and S belong to the same A n , and the number of times each critical point occurs in the sequence is at most twice its multiplicity.
For each , choose a point x in S . 6.1. Theorem (Kifer, Toledo). Let X be a Galois covering space of a compact Riemannian manifold. If X has a non-constant bounded harmonic function, then the space of bounded harmonic functions on X is in nite dimensional.
This implies that if the covering group ? is non-amenable, then X has an in nite dimensional space of bounded harmonic functions LS] .
It is possible to give a much simpler proof of theorem 6.1 using the Martin boundary of X with the harmonic measure. From this viewpoint, the theorem states that if is not an atom, then L 1 ( ) is in nite dimensional.
So suppose that is not an atom, but that contains an atom a, for if has no atoms, the conclusion is clear. An atom in is the union of a nullset and a point with positive mass, so we may take a to be a point in . If the ?-orbit of a is in nite, then the characteristic functions of f (a)g, 2 ?, generate an in nite dimensional subspace in L 1 ( ).
If the ?-orbit of a is nite, then the characteristic function of fag is xed by a normal subgroup H of nite index in ?, so its harmonic extension descends to a non-constant bounded harmonic function on the quotient X=H. But this is absurd since X=H is compact.
Our argument actually shows that theorem 6.1 holds if X=? is only assumed to be parabolic. Namely, if X=? is parabolic and H is a normal subgroup of nite index in ?, then X=H is also parabolic, so X=H has no non-constant bounded harmonic functions.
Toledo tells me that Sullivan asked him if an analogous theorem holds for positive harmonic functions. Our method shows that it does.
6.2. Theorem. Let X be a Galois covering space of a compact Riemannian manifold.
If X has a non-constant positive harmonic function, then h 1 (X) is in nite dimensional. Proof. Let be the Martin boundary and 1 be the minimal Martin boundary of X. The covering group ? preserves 1 . In fact, for every isometry of X, k y = k y ( (o)) k ?1 (y) ; y 2 ; (6.1) where o 2 X is the xed base point. This shows that if k y is minimal, then so is k (y) .
The theorem states that M ( 1 ) 
